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SCLUPT YOUR OWN CLAY instruction 
TAKE HOME KIT 
 

KIT 1: EASTER BUNNY PINCH POT SCULPTING PROJECT 
 

INCLUDED: 

 
 Clay (1 lb) 

 Wooden tool 

 Bisque fired 

 Glazes (you will pick up the 

glazes when you are picking up 

your bunny ready to be glazed) 

 

 

BASIC PINCH POT 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

 
1. Create a ball, about the size of a tennis ball.  

 

2. Keep the surface of the ball as smooth as possible.  Make sure you don’t create pockets 

in the surface of the ball by pressing with your fingers. Instead, use your palms to molduse your palms to molduse your palms to molduse your palms to mold 

the ball. 

 

3. Create an opening.  

Cup the ball in your hand. Next, gently press your thumb into the center of the ball to 

create an opening. Leave at least 3/8” (1 cm) of clay at the bottom to form the base of 

the pot. If you accidentally pinch through the base of the pot, roll the clay into a ball 

again and start over. 
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4. Pinch the pot. Use gentle pinching motions to thin out the walls of the pot. Work in 

circles to thin out the sides at the same rate. Keep pinching until the walls are as thin as 

you’d like them. The walls of the pot should be similar in thickness without any large 

divots. After you have finished forming the pot smooth out any cracks in the clay with 

your fingers. 

 

5. While pinching, pay attention to the shape of your pot. Will it be a circular pot, a square-

bottomed pot, or a long, tall pot? 

 

6. The walls can be as thick as you’d like them. However, make sure you don’t make them 

any thinner than 3/8” (1 cm) or they will collapse. 

 

7. Let the pot become “leather hard”. Set the pot in a low-traffic location and cover it with a 

lightweight hand towel. Let the pot dry for a few hours, checking on it periodically. When 

the pot is leather hard it will be cool to the touch and firm like a block of cheese. 

 

8. If the pot starts to look chalky, it is getting dry. 

 

9. Allow the pot to dry completely. Let the pot become bone-dry. During this stage, the pot 

will be rigid, brittle, and chalky.  

 

10. Be careful when handling a bone-dry piece of pottery as it can break easily. 

11. Wrap it up with newspaper and bring it to “Clay with Me” pottery studio to be fired. 

 

12. Watch our videos @ claywithmepotterystudio.com 
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BUNNY PINCH POT INSTRUCTIONS: 

1. Take 2 inches (ball) approx. of clay apart from the rest and put it inside a plastic bag. 

(Save it for later, they will be the bunny ears and paws). 

2. Divide the rest of the clay in half making 2 balls. 

3. Make 2 pinch pots. (Read basic pinch pot instructions). 

4. Attach them together. (Score-Slip-Stick-Smoth) 4 “S” rules to glue clay with clay. You just 

make your bunny’s body. See video. 

5. Make the bunny ears, paws and tail. 

6. Attach them to your bunny’s body. 

7. Ta...da… you have a new friend!  

8. Follow points 8-13 in the Basic Pinch Pot instructions above.  
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